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INTRODUCTION 

In February of 1978 the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention (OJJDP) began soliciting proposals for a major initiative 

entitled -Restitution by Juvenile Offenders: An Alternative to 

. _1 Incarceratlon. 
The policy expections held out for this program 

included: 

1. A redUction in the number of youths incarcerated. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

A redUction in recidivism of those youths involved in 
restitution programs. 

Provision for some redress or satisfaction with regard 
to the reasonable value of the damage or loss sUffered 
by victims of juvenile offenses. 

Increased knowledge about the feasibility of restitution 
for juveniles in terms of cost effectiveness, impact 
upon differing categories of youthful offenders, and the 
juvenile justice process. 

An increased sense of responsibility and accountability 
on the part of youthful offenders for their behavior. 

Greater community confidence in the juvenile justice 
process. 

These several policy expectations make it clear that the national 

juvenilexestitution initiative vas not designed solely for the purpose of 

encour.aging restitution as a disposition/treatment $trategy. The program 

announcement labels restitution an alternative to incarceration and the 

first objective of the initiative, as listed under desired results, is a 

reduction in the number of juvenile offenders incarcerated. In this 

spirit, considerable emphasis was placed throughout application and project 

start-up phases on the fact that the initative was intended to deal vlith 

-3-

control for nationwide trends in the incarceration of youthful offenders, 

the analytic strategy chosen for the assessment presented in this report is 

capable of statistically controling for trends in incarceration within the 

jurisdictions considered. A more pressing issue for this evaluation of 

restitution program impact, however, concerns the initiative's target 

popUlation and how the characteristics of youths actually served can 

materially effect evaluation results. This issue will be briefly discussed 

in the next section of this report. 

Following sections will introduce the methodology adopted for 

evaluation, the data collected, the statistical intervention model used, 

and site-by-site assessments of the effect of restitution upon 

incarcerations. 

, 
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control for nationwide trends in the incarceration of youthful offenders, 

serious offenders who would normally be incarcerated. This emphasis is the analytic strategy chosen for the assessment presented in t~Js report is 

consistent with OJJDPconcern that initiative resourses not be expended on capable of statistically controling for trends in incarceration within the 

any youth who otherwise would have been diverted rather than adjudicated. jurisdictions considered. A more pressing issue for this evaluation of 

This report assesses the impact the Juvenile Restitution Initiative has had restitution program impact, however, concerns the initiative's target 

upon the incarceration of youthful offenders in five selected jurisdictions population and how the characteristics of youths actually served can 

(Ada county, ID, Belmont/Harrison Counties, OH, Jefferson County, KY, wayne materially effect evaluation results. This issue will be briefly discussed 

County, MI, and washington, DC) which participated in the initiative and in the next section of this report. 

finds OJJDP policy expectations met in four of the sites evaluated. Three Following sections will introduce the methodology adopted for 

sites provided clear indications of a downward turn in incarceration trends evaluation, the data collected, the statistical intervention model used, 

associated with the establishment of their restitution projects, one site and site-by-siteassessments of the effect of restitution upon 

showed a increase in both incarceration level nnd trend coincidental with incarcerations. 

project start-up, and one site displayed an immediate increase in the 

number of youths incarcerated combined with a strong decrease in 

incarceration trend subsequent to the beginning of the restitution project. 

. 2 
Several issues confound straightforward assessment. Because of the 

possibility of nationwide incarceration trends existing prior to the 

establishment of the restitution initiative, and their possible interaction 

with state juvenile codes and local policies, quantitative changes in the 

patterns of incarceration fo,r youthful offenders ,might be difficult to 

interpret. For example, if incarcerations are generally decreasing 

throughout the country, then a decrease of incarcerations in jurisdictions 

with restitution projects cannot be attributed solely to the influence of 

the initiative. Conversely, if incarcerations are generally increasing, 

then the initiatiVe may appear to have failed in its objective even if it 

actually reduced the rate, of incr~ase. ~ile it has proved impractical to 
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I. INITIATIVE TARGET POPULATION 

1<lany federally sponsored service delivery programs fail to concisely 

define their "target populations· and consequently experience difficultly 

assessing guideline compliance. OJJDP's restitution initiative has proven 

no exception in this regard. 3 

Though the initiative was billed as "an alternative to incarceration,· 

the target population is not explicitly defined in the program announcement. 

The target population is youth who have committed mis
demeanors and/or felony offenses and are adjudicated 
delinquent as a result of a formal fact-finding hearing 
or a counseled plea of guilty. It is expected that projects 
will include juvenile offenders with varying categories of 
misdemeanors and/or felony offenses, including prop~rty 
offenses and offenses against persons. This excludes 
victimless crimes and the crime of non-negligent homocide. 
using data on the number of youth adjudicated in 1975 
and 1976, each community will define the target population 
by precise criteria, and develop action projects which 
provide for restitution by offenders as described above. 
(Restitution by Juvenile Offenders: An Alternative to 
Incarceration, 1978:101) 

OJJDP clearly preferred the target population to consist of youths who 

would have been incarcerated if not referred to the restitution project. 

No initiative-wide criteria were developed, how~ever,which specified for 

individual projects how they might demonstrate guideline compliance. In 

short, no gener.al manner was established for identification ~of youth vlho 

would have been incarcerated in the absence of the restitution iniliative. 

Having left open each jurisdiction's specification af the target 

populatian, the problem becomes lacalized with the resulting cansequence 

that the great majarity af jurisdictions were unable to develap 

! 

I 
f 
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1 
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incarceratian prafiles. Given the dearth of readily accessable 

qqantitative infarmatian regarding characteristics af youthful affenders in 

most jurisdictians, specifying the target papulation became necessarily 

trallsformed into a questian of establishing project eligibility criteria. 

This circumstance, which is not an unususal ane far service delivery 

programs, can lead to unintended cansequences which camplicate pragram 

evaluatian. Mast important among the potential unintended cansequences is 

that termed ·widening the net.· This happens when yauths not originally 

intended for program participation are subsequently included. In the case 

of the restitution initiative this wauld accur if judges view restitutian 

as an attractive dispositian when campared to other alternatives and 

therefare elect to. adjudicate yauths for the primary purpase of getting 

them into a restitution program. Such actians cauld result in a dilutian 

af the target populatian through the admixture of less seriaus offenders in 

restitutian programs. 

The analysis prablem shauld be clear. The success of the restitution 

initiative in reducing incarceratian within a particular jurisdictian is 

dependent in part upon the degree to. which projectr~ferrals conform to. a 

jurisdiction's incarceratian profile. The moreclasely project referrals 

resemble youth who wauldhave previously been i'ncarcerated, the greater the 

possible .anddetectable impact of the restitutian project. The mare ijnlike 

the incarceration prafile .refe.rrals became, the mare diminshed the 

patential impact of the restitution pragram. The problem of de.termining 

what constitutes an appropriate referral and the degree to. which individual 

projects accept appropriate referrals, upfortunately, is one which cannot 
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be unambiguously resolved. In response, IPA developed five unofficial 

criteria for assessing referral appropriateness. 

The approach taken by IPA in attempting to determine whether the 

projects served the target population was based on the assumption that the 

appropriate group consists of ·serious offenders· and that a.serious 

offender is (a) a juvenile without extensive criminal history but whose 

referral offense is of a serious nature and/or (b) a chronic offender whose 

referral offense is either a misdemeanor or felony, but not necessarily one 

that is especially serious. 

Rather than develop one specific standard which a referral would need 

to meet in oreer to be considered ·appropriate· for the target population" 

4 five alternative standards were constructed. Each alternative standard 

sets forth specific and measurable criteria Which, if met by a referral, 

would constitute ·eligibility· for the initiative under that particular 

standard. This approach allows the reader to select a set of standards 

closest to those he or she prefers and then assess the degree to which a 

project served the desired target population. 

Each of the standards developed by lEA are based upon ·the offense 

se.riousness..,.of.tense histo:ry :ma·trixas present.ed in Figur:e A .• l (see 

Appendix ).. Thies matri:x employs a combination.of offense type and dollar 

loss ( the offense se-riousness components) along with the youth's number of 

priordelinguent offenses and the numb.er .of offenses concurrent with the 

referral offense (the offense history -component). Figure A.2 contains fivE' 

separate seriousness lIla:trices, each of whiCh constitutes dis-tinct criteria 

for the appropriateness of referrals. The shaded areas represent referral 

-7-

characteristics deemed inappropriate for the particular standard. Table 

A.l describes each standard in narrative form. 

For each of the sites analyzed in this report, the percentage of cases 

referred prior to January, 1980 conforming to each of the five seriousness 

standards is presented in Table I.l. Though it is acknowledged that this 

presentation does not obviate the difficulties surrounding unknown 

incarceration profiles, the seriousness matrices do provide a context 

within which the reader may assess the seriOUsness of referrals in the 

sites considered. 

TABLE I.l Percentage of Referrals W1ich Meet or 
Exceed Appropriate Referral standards* 

SITE 
REFERRAL 
STANDARD Ada Belmont/ Jefferson rayne v.ashington 

ID Harrison OH KY MI DC -- -------------------..... 

I. SerioUS or Repeat 94 96 99 96 91 
Offenders 

II. Serious Offenders 90 93 98 93 69 

Ill. Serious and/or Repeat 74 59 94 82 73 
Offenders 

IV. Repeat Offenders 53 44 61 42 78 

V. chronic and Very 33 15 38 25 50 
S-~rious Offenders 

Number of Referrals 266 27 111 205 101 

.------------------------
*Basee upon referrals through December, 1979 only. The total number of 
referrals evaluated for appropriateness in each site is lower than that 
reported in the site-specific sections due to the presence of missing data. 

, 
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be unambiguously resolved. I n response, IPA developed five unofficial 

criteria for assessing referral appropriateness. 

The approach taken by IPA in attempting to determine whether the 

projects served the t.arget population was based on the assumption that the 

appropriate group consists of ·serious offenders" and that a serious 

offender is (a) a juvenile without extensive criminal history but whose 

referral offense is of a serious nature and/or (b) a chronic offender whose 

referral offense is either a misdemeanor or felony, but not necessarily one 

that is especially serious. 

Rather than develop one specific standard which a referral would need 

to meet in order to be considered "appropriate" for the target population 00 

4 five alternative standards were constructed. Each alternative standard 

sets forth specific and measurable criteria which, if met by a referral, 

would constitute "eligibility· for the initiative under that particular 

standard. This approach allows the reader to select a set of standards 

closest to those he or she prefers and then assess the degree to which a 

project served the desired target population. 

Each of the standQ'rds ueveloped by IPA are based upon .the offense 

seriousness-of±ense history :ma·trix as pres.ented in Figur.e ,A .• 1 (.see 

Appendix). This matrix employs a combination 'Of of£ense ·type and dollar 

loss (the offense seriousness components) along with th~ you'th IS number of 

prior delinquent o.ffe,nses and .the number of offenses concurrent with the 

referraloff.ense (the .offense history component ),. FigUre .A.2 contains fivE' 

separate seriousness mat.rices, each of which constitutes distinct c'riteria 

tor the appropriateness of referrals. The shaded areas represent referral 
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characteristics deemed inappropriate for the particular standard. Table 

A.l describes each standard in narrative form. 

For each of the sites analyzed in this report, the percentage of cases 

referred prior to January, 1980 conforming to each of thE five seriousness 

standards is presented in Table I.l. Though it is acknowledged that this 

presentation does not obviate the difficulties surrounding unknown 

incarceration profiles, the seriousness matrices do provide a context 

within which the reader may assess the seriousness of referrals in the 

sites considered. 

REFERRAL 
STANDARD 

TABLE I.l Percentage of Referrals W1ich Meet or 
Exceed Appropriate Referral Standards* 

SITE 

Ada Belmont/ Jefferson vayne 
ID Harrison OH KY MI 

v~shington 

DC -------- - ----_ .... --.-

I. serious or Repeat 94 96 99 96 91 
Offenders 

II . Serious Offenders 90 93 98 93 69 

III. Serious and/or Repeat 74 59 94 82 73 
Offenders 

IV. Repeat Offenders 53 44 61 42 78 

V. chronic and Ver'] 33 15 38 25 50 
Serious Offenders 

Number of Referrals 266 27 HI 205 101 

,><Basea upon referrals through December, 1979 only. The total number of 
referrals evaluated for appropriateness in each site is lower than that 
reported in the site-specific sections due to the presence of misSing data. 
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II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION 

Originally, the national evaluation proposed to assess the efficacy of 

restitution programs in reducing incarceration in a number of distinct 

5 manners. Due to data availability and time constraints, it was decided 

that assessment would be carried out solely through the implementation of 

an interrupted time series methodology. The logic of this desi~n is rather 

straightforward and attractive given the type of evaluation desired. 

Measures on a dependent variable (incarcerations) are taken taken at a 

number of time points both prior and subsequent to the implementation of an 

intervention of interest (restitution pr0I11!ams). An analysis is then 

undertaken to determine whether a statistically significant change in the 

series occured as a result of the intervention (for e.g., a change in 

either the level or trend of the series). If no change is detected, the 

intervention is presumed to have had no substantial effect. To facilitate 

the evaluation, IPA requested monthly disposition and incarceration data by 

offense from each of the 88 jurisdictions participating in the juvenile 

restitution initiative. The period ofdaea reques.ted covered January 1977 

(prior to the initiation of any feder,al1y .sponsored restitution programs) 

through December of 1979 'Csubsequen.ttothe beginni.ng ,of all programs). 

The Interrupted Time Series Quasi-Experiment 

campbell and Stanley (1963) pointed out the potential value of 

interrupted time series designs for measuring the effectiveness of policy 

changes, program implementations, or other na'turally occuring quasi-experi-

1 
I 

l 
11 1 
r -l 
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ments. Since that time, this approach has been used in a number of 

criminal justice studies including evaluations of new traffic laws 

(Campbell and Ross, 1968; Glass, 1968; Ross, Campbell, and Glass, 1970), 

studies of gun control legislation impact (zimring, 1975; Deutsch and Alt, 

1977; Hay and McCleary, 1979; Berk et al., 1979), and estimating the impact 

of decriminalization (Aaronson, Dienes, and Musheno, 1977; 1978). 

The popularity of this design stems from practical and theoretical 

considerations. From a practical perspective, the investigator can often 

make use of data routinely collected by operational agencies, such as 

arrest and offense counts, thereby facilitating a relatively inexpensive, 

quick, and even (when necessary) post hoc evaluation of the impact of a 

particular policy or legislative change. From a theoretical perspecitve, 

the information provided by an interrupted time series design is especially 

well suited for determining whether a public problem was ameliorated 

through the implementation of a particular policy or program (see Glass, 

v.'111son., and Gottman, 1975:5). 

Researchers are also attracted to this design because, when properly 

implement~rl, it controls for many of the threats to internal and external 

v.alidi ty which often cast doub.t upon research findings (see Kepka., 1972 for 

·elaborati'on) • NGt only should the occuranc~ oichange be establishe'd in 

intervention studies, causal attribution is desired. In many situations 

interrupted time series quasi-experimental designs are simply better suited 

fo; the task of evaluating rival hypotheses than other available designs. 

AS, stated above, the logic of the interrupted time series 

quasi-expe.rimental (ITSQE) design is rather easily grasped. The qualifyer 

\, 
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Nquasi-experimental N means that this design incorporates N ••• treatments, 

outcome measures, and experimental units, but does not use random 

assignment to create the comparisons from which treatment-caused change is 

inferred.- (Cook and Campbell, 1979:6) The purpose of analyzing data from 

such a design is to infer whether the treatment had any effect upon the 

series. If an impact did occur, then observations after the intervention 

should be quantitatively different than those before. That is, the series 

should show sign of interruption or discontinuity at the expected point in 

time (stated in this fashion the ITSQE has much in common logically with 

the regression-discontinuity design see campbell and Cook, 1979). 

(Jne of the attractions of this design is that it is able to capture 

the fact that interventions do not merely have -an effect- but an "effect 

pattern- over time. A posttreatment time series can be effected by a 

treatment in several different ways and consequently there are many 

dimensions which may be used to characterize an effect pattern. This 

research only considers two dimensions of possible discontinuity: series 

level and series trend. 

The first dimension, series level, assesses whether 'the establishment 

of a restitution program is associated wi th .a detectable change in the 

number of youths incarcerated at (or, when the model speci£ication 'contains 

lagged endogenous variables, asymptotically thereafter -- see footnote 8) 

the point of intervention. Based upon the program announcement the 

expectation w.ould be that ifl'a restitution program effected incarcerations 

immediately then the number of youths incarcerated would drop absolutely 

due to the placing of youths in restitution programs. The second 
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dimension, series slope, assesses whether the historical pattern of 

incarcerations has changed. This form of change would occur if, over time, 

the establishment.of restitution programs caused a change in previously 

existing trends in incarceration proclivity by judges. Together, the cross-

classification of these dimensions yields four possible patterns of impact: 

1. no change in either level or trend, 

2. change in series level but none in trend, 

3. no change in level but a change in series trend, and 

4. a change in both the level and trend of the series. 

There is a third commonly used dimension for characterizing 

intervention impact: duration. It is often argued that program impact may 

well change the level and/or the trend of a series but that this change can 

be either temporary or permanent in nature. Though it is important to 

determine whether the effects of restitution programs upon incarceration 

persist or decay over time, the short postinterventicn horizon available 

(eleven months or less) makes such an assessment problematic. Therefore, 

'the analysis strategy ,use.d here ,only considers changes in .the dimensions of 

.leve.l and '.trend. 

Data collection and Response 

IPA requested monthly incarceration and dispoSition .data from 88 

restitution sites covering the period from January 1977 through December 

1979. It was anticipated at the time of the request that some sites \vould 

be unable to to gather the information. Unfortunately, potential problems , 
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forseen and discussed in IPA's res.earch proposal (such as R ••• woefully 

inadequate data systems within the juvenile courts. ~hether sufficent data 

will be obtained to conduct the analysis is not yet known. R (Schneider and 

Schneider, 1979:I-30,31» proved considerably more widespread than 

anticipated. 

Very few of the jurisdictions contacted were able to provide adequate 

system-wide data regarding monthly dispositions and incarcerations. Given 

the data requirements ot this interrupted time series quasi-experiment, 

only five jurisdictions (5.7% of the total) responded with data of 

sUfficent quality for statistical impact assessment. The response is ver'} 

poor but seemingly unavoidable. Thirty-six (41%) of the sites contacted 

were unable to provide any information. Another twenty seven (31%) sites 

were able to provide some information but either because of data quality 

problems or reporting periods used (primarily yearly), the data was 

unusable for time series analysis. This left twenty five sites (28%) which 

were able to provide some monthly time series data. Opon inspection of 

these data, however, it became obvious that very few data sets could be 

analyzed. Some lacked information on both dispositions and,! 

incarcerations. Many sites w,ere unable to l:'~par.ate out victimless c.rimes 
\\ 
"j ~ 

ana homocide, .and in somecas.es.the nurnbeq';/of ei±.her incarcerations or 

disposi tions were so small as to produce "floor effects .... in the series tha t 

would invalidate the statistical techniques used in this report. 

This proJect was left, then, in the difficult posi.tion of having to 

work with only five time series. For this x.eason it cannot be asserted 

that the evaluations presented here constitutes a representative sample of 

-13-

sites participating in the restitution initiative. These sites are 

obviously rather unique in at least their abilities to monitor and report 

system-wide data. Nonetheless, it is important to keep in ~ind that four 

of the five sites evaluated indicate a significant reduction in 

incarcerations associated with the establishment of restitution programs. 

The following section introduces the general statistical intervention 

model used in this research and the modeling strategy followed during the 

specification of an appropriate intervention model. 

1 

I 
, 
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III. THE ISDE INTERVENTION MODEL AND MODELING STRATEGY 

The Fully Specified statistical Intervention Model 

oqe of the more popular contemporary classes of statistical models 

available for interrupted time series analysis is that stemming from the 

work of Box and Tiao (1965) and Box and Jenkins (1976) among others. The 

autoregressive-integrated-moving average (ARIMA) model 1s a very versatile 

perspective from which various stochastic, exogenous, and intervention 

components of a time series can be evaluated. Identification and 

estimation considerations, however, dictate this class of models to require 

series realizations longer than those available for this Clnalysis (Glass et 

al., 1975; Velicer and Harrop, 1983). consequently, the ARIMA methodology 

is not used here. Instead, impact is assessed by a variation of the 

stochastic difference equation intervention model as pr:esented in Gottman 

(1981). Power analyses and Monte Carlo studies performed by Gottman (1981.) 

and Mlson (1983) have .shown the basic interrupted s.tochastic di£ference 

equation model (ISDE) to possess adequate statistical power and estimation 

accuracy under conditions similar to those confront.eo in this study (i.e., 

sbort~ unbalanced 'Series). 

The IS DE stC!'tisti'cal model used in this project .drawsupon the 

philosophy and concepts of ~i:me series decomposition used in business and 

economic forecasting applications £or its founda.tion and interpretive 

framework.. Decomposition methods assume a time se.ries to .have two major 

aspects: pattern and randomness (see Makridakis and Ybeelwright, 1978). 

Depending upon the particular application and actual time series being 

15 

analyzed, pattern may be decomposed into components such as trend, cyclic 

behavior, and .seasonality. In the present case pattern is considered to be 

the sum of three distinguishable components. These components are: 

1. behavior due to the influence of exogenous factors, 

2. behavior due to the stochastic (probabilistic) 
nature of the dependent series, and 

3. ,behavior due to the intervention. 6 

The full ISDE model (including random perturbations) can be written as 

where Yt = incarceration series value at time t, 

DISPO = value of disposition series at time t-i, 

PRE = preintervention series constant, 

PST = postintervention series consta~t, 

PRETIME = suitably coded counter variable serving to 
detrend the preintervention series, 

PSTTIME = suitably coded counter variable serving to 
detrend the postintervention series, and 

et .:: a residual term NID (0, cr 2) • 

Assuming n l pr.eintervention observations, this model formulation can be 

divided into that portion which describes preinterventionseries behavior 

and that which patterns behavior after intervent.ion. 

\ a1PRE + b
3

PRETIME + cDISPO + Ep.Y . t<n 
~ t-~ -- 1 

Yt 

L a2
PST + b 4PSTTIHE + cDISPO + Ep. Y t . t>n

1 ~ -~ 
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W1en written in matrix form the specifics of this partioning become clear. 

setting the number of postintervention observations at n2 and i = 1, the 

design matrix is 

1 a -(nl - .5) a DISPO(l) yeO) 

1 a -(nl - 1.5 ) a DISPO(2) y(1) 

1 a -(nl - 2.5) a DISPO(3) Y(2) 

x 1 a -.5 a DISPO(nl ) Y(nl 
1 ) 

a 1 a .5 DISPO(nl + 1) Y(n1 ) 

a 1 a 1.5 DISPO(n1 + 2) Y(n l + 1 ) 

a 1 a 

primary interest centers on the estimated response of the 

incarceration series to both qualitative dummy variables anc variables 

encoded as counters .representing time passage. This statistical model 

estimates the linear effect of the intervention in the two dimensions of 

I,evel (aI' a 2) and trend (b3 , b 4)through various codings of the 

interv,ention ,surrogate"time,. Inclusion of the exogenous variable, 

disposi',tions, is 'made for much -the same reason and with much the same logic 

as covariates are included in some analysis of covariance applications. 

Quite simply it is specified a priori that the number of incarcerations 

,during ,any parti.cular month are functionally related to dispositions. The 
!' 

disposition variable serves to adjust or control for variation in the 

dependent variable due to the influence of dispostions occuring within the 
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month (or previous months if evidence for a lagged relation is found). 

This inclusion is made to increase the precision of tests for intervention 

7 effects. 

Lagged endogenous variables model series stochastic behavior and 

thereby resolve potential estimation and inferential problems arising from 

serial dependence. In the presence of autocorrelated residuals, variance 

estimates and therefore the associated tests of statistical significance 

are biased. The use of appropriate lags of the dependent variable obviates 

this problem and allows the use of ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation 

procedures in time series applications (see Mann and ~ld, 1943~ Anderson, 

1971, or ~lson, 1983 for elaboration on OLS appropriateness when lagged 

-' endogenous variables are used in this manner). 

Quantified impact assessment in the dimensions being investigated 

requires formation of the sums a 2 - a
l 

= 5.
1 

and b
4 

- b
3 

= 5 2' 

These quantities represent estimated changes in series level and trend, 

respectively, associated with (and inferred due to) the establishment of 

restitution projects. If 5 1 < 0, then the project is considered to have 

had the immediate effect of lowering the number of youths incarcerated. 

Similiarly, if 0 2< 0 ,the,trend in incarcerations is said to have 

lessened due to the establishment of the restitution project. Should no 

change have taken place in the level or trend o£ incarcerations, then 5 1 

= 0 =Oand i£the e£fect o£ the installation of this new juvenile 2 

program was to increase incarceration level or trend, one or more of the 

deltas will be greater than zero. 

Testing the significance of delta is accomplished by forming the 
, 
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statistic (<5 1 is used for illustrative purposes) 

-iN <5 1 

-1 where all' a 22 , and a l2 are appropriate elements of the (X'X) 

matrix and S is the regression standard error. The null hypothesis is e 

H = o. Given the short time series available and the exploratory nature o 

of this evaluation, a significance level of .10 for a nondirectional, 

two-tailed test is used to evaluate the null hypothesis of no change in 

incarceration level or trend. 

W:1en lagged values "f the dependent variable are excluded from final 

model specification, the behavioral interpretations of <5 1 and <5 2 are 

exactly those which would be given to a sum of (unstandardized) regression 

coefficents. As a l and a 2 represent interc.ept terms at the point of 

intervention, the value <5 1 is the estimated change in series level 

associated with the intervention. Since b
3 

and b
4 

are slope 

coefficents, <5 2 represents the cumulative incremental change per month 

in the number of youths incarcerated associated wi th the establishment of a 

restitution project.. For example, if <5 1 '"' -12 and <5 2= ·-2.0, it is 

inferred that the effect of the restitution project conforms with original 

OJJDP policy expectations.. Coincidental with project start-up, an 

estimated twelve fewer youthS were incarcerated and in each successive 

month the number of youths incarcerated is further cumulatively diminished 

by two (based upon prein tervention expecta Hons ) • 

W:1en lagged values of the incarceration series are included in final 

-----~,-,.~ 
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model specification, interpretation of regression coefficents and 

associated delta values is not straightforward. This is because in neither 

the pre nor postintervention segments of the series do the observations lie 

on and about the plane described by a. + b. + cDISPO. The influence of 
1 J 

the stochastic component, Ecj>. Yt ., assures this. Inste'ad, the series 
1 -l 

asymptotically approaches steady state levels. Representing the steady 

state solution as A + Bt + CDISPO, it can be shown that these steady states 

are functions of the cj>' sand b for the trend, the cj>' sand c for exogenous 

series contribution, and ai' Ecj>. , B, and C for the level. 8 The 
1 

fUnctional forms which must be used for behavioral interpretation of .the 

estimated coefficents are 

a - E$t(i)B -. Ecj>i(i)C 
(III.IJ A = 

I - Ecj> i 

b 
[III.2] B = 

1 - Ecj> i 

c 
[II.I • .3 J c = 

1- E<Pi 

considering (IJ:14l] and [UI.2 J, though the significance tests 

ev.aluate the :hypotheses a1 =a.2 and b3 = b 4' the interpreta tionof 

differences must proceed using the quantities A2 - Aland 8
4 

- 8
3

• 

This accomplished, the interpretation of these quantities is identical to 
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Modeling strategy 

For each of the five sites evaluated in this report a similiar series 

of analysis steps is taken. First, the dependent series (incarcerations) 

is plotted and visually inspected with special attention given to overall 

trends, outliers, possible discontinuities in series behavior coincidental 

with restitution project start-up, and any other obvious series 

characteristics. Next, the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 

functions (ACF and PACF) for the series are estimated and diplayed in 

correlograms. Examination of these correlograms provide indications as to 

the nature of possible time dependence in the incarceration series. These 

steps are also taken during consideration of the disposition series though 

the results of this examination are not directly reported. The purpose 

served by examining disposition series at this point is only to determine 

the reasonableness ~f including this series in the intervention model's 

specification. In all cases sufficent similiarity was found between the 

two series to warrant inclusion of the disposition series during 

preliminary .model specification. 

Following this nonstructural inspection .of series characteristics, 

procedures are followed which lead to intervention model .specification I 

estimation~ diagnosis, and interpretation. As stated above, it is believed 

~ priori that the number of incarcerations occurring in any particular 

month are functionally related to dispositions. This conjecture must be 

substantiated and the form of the functional relation determined (should it 
(~ 
\~.' 

exist) .To establish the relation bet\"een the incarceration and 
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disposition series, the lagged cross correlations of these series are 

computed. Inspection of these asymmetrical correlations at different lags 

provides evidence regarding the existence of an association between 

incarcerations and dispositions as well as the lag structure relating them. 

Following the determincltion of appropriate incarceration/disposition 

specification, all intervent:ion model variables (except lagged values of 

the dependent series} are entered into a stepwise regression procedure. 

The procedure decided upon uses backward/forward elimination techniques fcr 

the evaluation and estimation of variable contributions. During the first 

iteration of this process a regression is formed using all specified 

variables. Successive ite~ations singly exclude variables from the 

equation if they do not meet the specified significance criterion (p 

.10). In addition, after the third iteration all variables previously 

excluded are reevaluated for suitability. If, in these subsequent steps, 

variables meet inclusion criterion they reenter the equation. This process 

continues until all variables in the ISDE model are significant at the p = 

.10 level or below. 

I~\;~~ore the resulting model can be accepted for interpretation of 

intervention effect it must be evalua'ted £oradequacy.Thisevaluation is 

accomplished through a diagnosis of model residuals. If the residuals 

prove random then the requiremen.ts for OLS estima'tionand significance 

testing have been met and the model is accepted and interpreted. should 

the reSiduals contain systematic information, however, th~ estimated model 

is deemed unacceptable. Inadequate models are respecified to include a 

lagged value of the dependent series and reentered into the stepwise 
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regression procedure as before (with the exception that the lagged 

dependent series is retained in the equation regardless of statistical 

significance). In this way a new model is gaIned for the incarceration 

series. After the new model is obtained its residuals are again 

diagnosed. If model residuals are random, the model is accepted and the 

estimated coefficents interpreted. If residuals sti11 are nonrandom, then 

the order of lag for the dependent series is stepped up by one, entered 

into model specification and the stepwise process begins once again. The 

results of this modeling strategy for the five sites are presented in Table 

III.1. 

- "'--
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TABLE III.l Estimated Intervention Models 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MODEL 
VARIABLES AND INCARCERATION 

Unstandardized standard Beta Multiple 
MODEL VARIABLES b Error b v.eigh t R squared 

ADA COUNT}:> ID .88 
Incar(lerations lagged 0.294** 0.175 0.29 
PRE 13.5ll 3.411 0.77 

(18.850) 
PRETJ;ME 0.487 0.155 0.55 

(0.690) 
~ST 17.931 6.093 1.03 

(26.745) 
PSTTUIE -2.284 0.875 -0.71 

(-3.235) 

BELMONT/HARRISON COUNTIES, OH .81 
Incarcerations lagged 0.219 0.105 0.22 
DISPO 0.180 0.026 0.64 
PSTTIME -0.188* 0.096 -0.28 

(-0.241) 

JEFFERSON COUNTY, KY .91 
DISPO 0.068 0.004 0.57 
PRETIME 0.136* 0.068 0.20 

WA YI~E COUNT y, MI .98 

DISPO 0.229 0.013 0.72 
PRETIME -0.362* 0 .• 1.95 -0.26 
PS.TTlME 2.170 0.663 0.43 

WASHINGTON, DC .97 
DISPO 0.207 0.010 0.75 
PRETINE 0.281 0.122 0.28 

Coefficents marked with a single asterisk (*) are statistically significant 
at the p = .07 level or less. The coefficent marked doubly with asterisks 
(**) is significant at the p = .101 level. All remaining coefficents are 
statistically significant at p = .05 or less. Figures in parentheses are 
steady state coefficent solutions. All delta values are statistically 
significant ~t p .::. .10. 

, 
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I V. ADA COUNT Y, I D 

The Ada .county restitution project began accepting referrals in April 

of 1979. During the nine month period from project start-up through 

December, 1979, a total of two hundred seventy-four youths were referred to 

the project. This volume of referrals makes Ada County's project the 

largest considered in this report. Not surprisingly, this site also had 

the highest monthly average referral rate during 1979 (30.4). 

Figure IV.l presents a plotting of incarcerations in Ada County from 

January, 1977 through December of 1979. Visual inspection of this plot 

reveals a seeming discontiuity possibly associated with the establishment 

of the restitution project. That portion of the series prior to April of 

1979, though containing numerious up and down turns, can be generally said 

to have a rising trend line. Though this trend appears to continue for a 

few months following project start-up, the overall impression of the 

postintervention time series segment is that it falls rather abruptly after 

the begining of the restitution program. A preliminary assessment of 

incarcera.tion series behavior, then, indicates a noticable change in 

incarceration trends ('from 'posti ve to negative) coinciding with the 

establi.shment of the Ada county resti tution project.. 'This drop f 'however, 

did not occur immediately so initial impressions of discontinuity must be 

subjected to other more quantified means of assessment before they can be 

accepted. 

Inspection of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 

functions (Figure IV.2) clearly shows the nonstationarity of Ada County's 

incarceration series. The ACF's do not dampen exponentially (as 
o 

_----------------------------~------.,;>---.-;:,,"'-----~....:,L.I.,-........ --"...:......._. ____________ ~~_~_~_~~~ __ ~______ __ _ 
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tcal1zatioIlS of autoregressive proc~sses do) or cut off aft~r a t~w lags 

(as woUld be expected if the generating process were some form of a 

moving-average) and the PACF contains a highly significant spik~ at lag 

one. such a pattern indicates d series either trending or drifting in some 
LA-:; 

d~terministic fashion. AS ISDE modeling does not require stationary time 
I 
2 
3 

series, differencing or other transformations used to induce eeries 

4 
5 

stationarity ar~ not necessary. 

6 
~ 7 
~ 8 " Ii 
'i 

9 !l 
!I 10 
!'f 

11 i 12 
f 

~he plot and correlograms of the disposition series (not shown) 

aisplay a general similial'itx (upwara trend) with those of the: 

incarcerati0n series. AS is to be expected, though~ the general level of 

the aisposition series is nigher tnall tilat of the incarceration s~ries.· 

~he most obvious aissimiliarity between the two series, however, is the 

fact tnat the disposition series aoes not display a marked drop on or about 

the tim~ of restitution proJect start-up. Instead, the overall trend of 

this series is more accurately described as flattening in the latter months 

of 1~79 (though considerable fluctuation in series values makes this only a 

gen~lal impreSSion). 
1 
2 
3 

Unlike the results obtained in all other sites eValuated, exam-

4 
.5 

inatiun of Ada Gounty's laggbd cross correlations does not provide a clear 

.6 
7 

iudication as to tne existence or f.oro of relation between the incar-

8 
9 

cerati.on and dispo1Htion series. Figure IV.J presents tne cruss 

l.O 
11 correlations for th~raw series. The pattern of nondampening and 

significant correlations inaicates that on~ or both of tl~e series 12 

c.on5idered is nonstationary and ther.efore not appr.opriate f.or specification 

purposes. BecaUse of nonstati~narity some or all of tne corr~lat:ons 1n 

\ . 
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FIG URE IV. 2 Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Ada County Incarceration Series 
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Figure IV.3 are spurious and therefore both series must be prewhitened 

prior to the determination of the disposition series lag structure 

appropriate for intervention modeling (see Makridakis and Wheelwright, 

1978:382-384). 

Figure IV.4 shows the cross correlations obtained when ooth 

series are prewhitened through linear detrending. The highest 

correl~tions in this figure occur at -3 and -2 lags (.389 and .368 

respectively) which implies that the disposition series is a leading 

indicator for the incarceration series. This conclusion might be 

unwarranted, however, because of the discontinuity observed in the 

dependent series. In cases where the intervention effect accounts for a 

large measure of series variance, only one portion of the series (pre or 

postintervention) should be used for determining stochastic structure or 

the relationship between the input and output series (McCleary and Hay, 

1980). since the preintervention portion of the series is the longest 

of the two, only the first twenty-seve'n observations were used for 

evaluating the existence and form of relationship between incarcerations 

and dispostions. 

Figure IV~5 rep'roduces ',the lagged cross correlations for these 

pr.:wnitened s,eries segments. Interestingly I none of the estimateCi 

correlations ace significant when only pceintervention series 

observations are used~ It may very well ,be ,the case that the 

disconf~nuity Jdentified in the incarceration series introduced spurious 

variation and so co,rrelations. Whi·le Figures IV.3 and IV. 4 indicated 

that dispostions were a leading incarceration indicator, no such 

, . 
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FIG URE IV. 3 Lagged Cross Correlations for Ada County 
I ncarceration and Disposition Series 
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FIGURE IV.4 Lagged Cross Correlations for Ada county 
Pre~lhitened Incarceration and Disposition Series 
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FIG URE IV. 5 Lagged Cross Correlations for Ada County Prewhi tened 
Incarceration and Disposition Series: First TWenty-Seven 

Observations Only 
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conclusion is drawn from Figure IV.S. In fact, there is no strong 

evidence sugge~ting any statistically significant association between 

the two series. unlike the information gained by lagged cross 

correlatibns in all other sites, the Ada county data contain no clear 

indication of a relation between incarcerations and dispositions. In 

the absence of a c18ar choice for modeling specification, it was decided 

to attempt three different lag structure relations (no lag, two lags: 

and three lags) between the disposition and incarceration series. The 

det8rmination of proper specification was made dependent upon the 

information gained in the s~parate modelings. 

Having inspected the series of interest and made observations 

regarding its univariate behavior and possible forms of , association with 

dispositions, the resolution of model specification began. For €acn Ing 

structure model, all variables (except lagged values of the 

incarceration series) were entered into a stepwise regression. ~he 

stepwise procedure used a backward/forward elimination technique through 

which variables were successively excluded from the model it they die 

not me8t significance criterion (p ~ .10). In addition, at each step of 

the :moaeling pr.ocess variables previously excludedwet\e eV.aluatea ior 

inclusion. I f in these subsequent steps they met incll~sion cr i terton, 

they reentered the model. This process continued until only thos~ 

variables significant at the p ~ .10 level remained. 

?ne results of these tnrea regressions clearly pointed to ~ 

contemporaneous sp~cification for the relation oetween incarcera~ionc 

ana aispositions. Neitller ot tne lagged specifications e~er aFproache~ 

I( 

\

'.t j) 

I 
1 
\\ 
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statistical significance. Therefore, only the stepwisE regression using 

nonlagged values for the disposition series was subjected to residual 

analysis. 

This modeling strategy yielded a regression equation having five 

independent variables (DISPO, PRE, PRETHIE, PST, and PSTTHIE). 

Examination of this model's residuals, however, revealed significant 

nonrandom behavior (Box-Ljung a = 15) so it is deemed unacceptable. 

Because of the presence of information contained in model residuals, a 

singly lagged value of the incarceration series was ~ntered (and not 

allowed to be dropped regardless of significance level) into the initial 

equation and the modeling process started again. Interestingly, when 

lagged valUes of the incarceration serl'es were forced into the equation, 

the influence of dispositions became statistically insignificant. 

This second modeling stage produced a model (Model #1) which, 
. 

while acceptable in some respects, is not entirely without problems. 

The autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the residuals for 

Moael #1 are reproduced in Figure IV.5. These correlograms obviously 

contain somepatteIn and thIee PACF' s are estimated to oe .statistically 

.significant. starting .at lag ~our the ;pattern .ofnegative values is 

clearly se,t and only bIoken a.t lag t:l'even. It is possible that some 

trend ,or seasonality (though the estimated spectr.al density function 

indicates neither ) remains in ·t. hese .residuals. t ' • con rast1ng with visual 

impr~ssions, the Ljung-Box Q of 9.1 suggests that thb residual series is 

ranaom. Since the evidence on the residuals,~s mixed it is decided to 

step up the order of lagging for the endogenous series by one and 

-----------,.-.. _.,,-
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reestimate an intervention model using first and second lags in the 

model specification. 

The tnird stage in the modeling of the Ada County incarceration 

series reinitiated the stepwise regression procedure with two lagged 

terms. This stage resulted in a model containing the same intervention 

variables as those retained in Model ,1 and having coefficent estimates 

quite similiar in magnitude. The obtained Model #2 residuals were then 

evaluated. Figure IV.7 displays the ACF and PACF's for these 

residuals. Whereas Model ~l correlograms had three significant values, 

MOdel 12 estimates contained only one statistically significant partial 

autocorrelation. The LJung-Box Q was reduced as well, but not by a 

particularly large amount (especially given the loss of a further degree 

ot treedom). What is most noticeable, however, is the persistence of 

pattern in lagged ACF and PACF values. Though diminished somewhat in 

magnitUd~, the similiarity in residual behavior tor Models 11 and 12 is 

striking. This tact lea to further modelings using three then four 

lagged terms. The pattern showed gradual signs of disolving but the 

loss in degrees of freedom swiftly became unacceptable (four 

incervention teems and four lagged terms) given the gener_al stability ot 

intervention results. I twas o@cided to accept the most pof5ilao.f1l.cu;:; 

~oQel which yieldea marginal residual acceptability (Model ill. 7his IS 

not an entieely satisfying deci~ion but d defensable one, nonetceled~. 

OVto"rt~tting tbe stvchastic component (ad not result in significant 

llnpeovement in eesiaual uenavioe. 110st likel:,. ~t ~iould tah. '" 

radliz~Clon mllcn longee toan tnat ~eovided foe this researcn to 

LX; 
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FIGURE IV.6 Residual Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Ada county Fitted Intervention Model 11 
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FIGURE IV.7 Residual Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Ada county Fitted Intervention Model 12 
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adequately model all series components. 

Table III.l presented the estimated intervention effects for Ada 

county's Model U. This model contains four significant intervention 

parameter estimates (PRE, PRETIME, PST, and PSTTIME). Comparing .. the 

obtained coefficents, it is quite clear that restitution program start-up 

is associated with a very shar.p change in incarceration trends. Prior to 

the beginning of the Federally funded restitution program incarcerations 

were linearly increasing. After the program started this trend reversed 

itself and incarcerations began decreasing. Interestingly, the impact of 

the program upon incarcerations appears to have lagged a few months behind 

program beginning as the level coefficent for the post intervention segment 

Uf the series is higher than that estimated for the preintervention 

series. AS discussed in footnote eight, the behavioral interpretation of 

intervention coefficents does not proceed st~aightforwardly when lagged 

values of the dependent series are included in the model. Instead, the 

asymptotic or steady state levels for the coef£icents must be determined 

before interpretation and formation of the delta values. 

The intervention effect in Ada county was very clear. There was an 

increase by approximately eight youths c<S 1 =: 7.895) in the number 

incarcer.ated .associatedwith project start-up. This immediate increase in 

series level, however, was nullified within two ~onths by the dramatic 

change in incarceration trend coinciding with project ope~ation {S2 

_3.925) • Both change coefficents, incidentally, were statistically 

Significant at the p = .05 level or less. While it is true that the change 

in level and trend were not realized instantly, the rather small coefficent 
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estimated for the lagged incarceration series assures that more than 85% of 

the asymptotic impact is felt before two months passed (see MCCleary and 

Hay, 1980:154-160 and Gottman, 1981:351-353). 

Disregarding the small error introduced by considering the steady 

state intervention effect to have fully occured in April of 1979, 

extrapolation of the estimated cumulative impact for the year following 

project start-up leads to the expectation that approximately two hundred 

ninty-eight fewer youths will be incarcerated in Ada County. The plotting 

of actual versus predicted series values (Figure IV.8) illustrates this 

circumstance. This figure also makes it clear that such extrapolation 

cannot be carried on too long and have validity as within a fairly short 

time period negative predictions would be encountered. There is an obvious 

floor that enters into the estimation of effect. These comments 

notwithstanding, the Ada County program proved an effective alternative to 

incarceration. 
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and partial autocorrelations. This pattern is too indistinct, though, for 

identification. 

The plot of the disposition series ana the ~attern of its correlograms 

(not shown) appear rather similiar to those for the incarceration series 

though its mean level (15.5 dispositions peF month) is higher. This time 

series seems to fluctuate randomly about its average value and the 

correlograms display no significant spikes or recognizable pattern of 

behavior. 

Moving to an inspection of the lagged cross correlations between the 

incarceration (dependent) and disposition (independent) series, Figure V.3 

convincingly demonstrates the relation between incarcerations and 

dispositions to be strons and contemporaneous. Only at lag zero is there a 

significant correlation (r = .513) between the two series. Since neither 

series is trending or drifting to any noticable degree, no transformation 

of the series is required in order to obtain intelligible cross 

correlations as was the case for Ada County, ID. Though there are 

additional lags which approach statistical significance in value, the 

overall impression is that modeling should proceed with a synchronic 

specification between the dispositi.on and incarae.ration .. series. 

Having .inspected the incarceration series and made preliminar:,.' 

observations regarding univariate series behavior and its relation with the 

disposition s.ries, the identification stage of model specification can 

proceed. In the first iteration all model variables (PRE, PST, PRETIHE, 

PSTTI/1E, and DISPO) except Jagged values of the incarceration series were 

lncludea in a stepwise regression. This mOdeling strategy used a 
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FIGORE V.2 Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Belmont/Harrison Incarceration Series 
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Lagged Cross Correlations for Belmont/Harrison 
Incarceration and Disposition Series 
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backward/forward elimination method whereby variables were sequentially 

excluded from the regression if they failed to meet a significance 

criterion of p~ .10 or less. In addition, at each step of the modeling 

process variables previously excluded from the regression were reevaluated 

for inclusion. If, in these subsequent steps, variables met cri terion for 

use, they reentered the model. This process continued until only those 

variables significant at the r ~.lO level were inclUded in the 

intervention model. This procedure yielded a model containing the 

independent variables DISPO, PRE, and PSTTIME. 

Inspection of residuals for this model, however, revealed significant 

autocorrelation and the intervention model was diagnosed as inadequate. A 

backward/forward regression was initiated again only now a single lagged 

value of the dependent series (incarcerations) was included among the 

variables considered (this variable was forced in the equation and not 

allowed to be excluded regardless of statistical significance). 

This second stepwise regression yielded acceptable results. The 

autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the residuals from the 

respecified model are 'reproduced in Figure V. 4 • These correlograms have no 

.significant spikes and the Ljung-Box Q statistic indicate the :residuals to 

be random. There remain in each, however, indications of patterned 

behavior similiar to those observed in the raw series correl.ograms.. .A:s was 

.the case with the raw incarceration series autocorr.elati.ons and partial 

autocorrelations, though, the pattern is statistically nonsignificant and 

cannot be used as conclusive evidence for rejecting the fitted model or as , 

a rationale for including further stochastic terms. As noted in the 
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FIGURE V.4 Residual Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Fitted Belmont/Harrison Intervention 110del 
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analysis of residuals for the Ada county model, most likely the particular 

realization inVestigated here is too short for unambiguous stochastic 

identification. Overfitting the stochastic component improved nothing. 

Table 111.1 presented the results of intervention modeling for· the 

Belmont/Harrison incarceration series. There is only one significant 

intervention parameter estimate, PSTTIME. The indication, then, is that 

1 
the etfect of the restitution program upon incarcerations in this case only 

took place in the area of postintervention trend. Further, because 

PSTTIME's value is negative, the estimated effect was to turn the trend 

downward. As discussed in footnote eight, the behavioral interpretation of 

intervention coefficents does not proceed straightforwardly when lagged 

values of the dependent series are included in model specification. 

Rather, the asymptotic value for intervention effect must be determined 

prior to interpretation. In this case the steady state value for the 

postintervention trend is -0.241 (significant at p ~.10). since the 

preintervention trend is zero, the delta parameter for intervention effect 

is -0.241. Though the change in trend due to the intervention does not 

inunediate1y .become £elt in the .postinte.rvention series, the rather small 

coe.tficentassociatecl with the lagged value o£the dependent series assures 

that more than 90 % oftheasyrnptotic impact is realized with two months 

(see McCleary and HaYf 1980:154-160 and.Gottman, 1981.:351-353). 

Disregarding the r.ather small .error intr.oduced by considering the 

steady state effect of intervention to have occurred during February, 1979, 

extrapolation of the statistical estimate leads to a conclusion that the 

expected cumulative impaq~ for the year following project start-up is the 
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incarceration of approximately nineteen fewer youths than would be expected 

based upon trends observed prior to the establishment of the Federally 

funded restitution program. Given the quite low numbers of youths 

ordinarily incarcerated in any particular month, the estimated cumulative 

reduction by nineteen youths is very substantial. The Belmont/Harrison 

Restitution Project, then, met OJJDP'S policy expectations. 

The plotting of actual versus predicted incarcerations (Figure V.S) 

demonstrates that the fitted model conforms well to the empirical series. 

This figure also highlights the predicted downswing in incarcerations 

q$~Oeiated with the beginning of the restitution project (even though the 

plot is presented in two-, ra.ther than the more appropriate, three-space). 

It is also fairly clear that extrapolations such as that reported in the 

previous paragraph cannot be carried too far beyond the end of 1979 as very 

quickly negative values will be encountered. There is an obvious floor 

that enters into this evaluation of program impact as the change in trend 

detected can be sustained for only about a one year period before bottomin~ 

out. These comments notwithstanding, the Belmont/Harrison program has 

provided evidence that restitution in this site proved an effective 

alternative to incarceration. 
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VI. JEFFERSON COUNTY, KENTUCK Y 

The Jefferson County restitution project began accepting referrals in 

March of 1979. During the ten month period from project start-up through 

December, 1979, a total of one hundred-forteen youths entered this 

restitution project. Among the projects considered in this report these 

one hundred-forteen referrals result in both an absolute number of 

referrals and an average number of monthly referrals (11.4) slightly lower 

than the average observed across the five sites (151.6 and 16.8 

respectively) • 

Figure VI.l presents a plotting of incarcerations in Jefferson county 

trom January, 1977 through December of 1979. A visual inspection of this 

plot reveals an increasing trend in incarcerations over the period 

considered. Indeed, a simple linear regression using time as the 

independent variable yields a statistically significant positive slope 

value (b = .365). Considering such a generally rising incarceration trend 

and the point of intervention, it is difficult to visually conclude whether 

any evioence exists for an intervention effect. Fluctllations in ser ies 

values prior to the interv.ention point appear similiar to those afterward. 

At thIS subjective level of evaluat.ion it would .be difficult to 

convincingly argue for a 'fundamental oiscontinuity between tne p.re anc 

postintervention segments of the Jefferson County incarceration ti1"e serIes. '. 

Inspection of the autocorrelation .ano partial autocorrelation 

functions (FIgure VL 2 ) confirms the impression of a trending series. ':'he .. 
ACP'S 00 not die out exponentially or cut otf after a few lags ana the 

o \ 
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PACF's contain numerious significant spikes. These patterns indicate a 

nonstat~onary times series so the previous evidence from visual insFection 

ana simple regression is substantiated. Unlike steps required for ARIMA 

modeling, ISDE modeling does not need a series made stationary prior to 
j 

coefficent estimation so differencing or other series transformations are 

unnecessary. 

The plot and correlograms of the dis~osition series (not shown) 

display a general similiarity (upward trend) with those of the 

incarceration series. As is to be expected, though, the general level of 

the disposition series is higher than that of the incarceration series. 

Both serie.s show a general upward trend over time and no obvious 

discontinui~y is associated with the establishment of the Federally funded 

restitution project. 

Moving to a consideration of the lagged cross correlations between 

d~sposition ana incarceration series, Figure VI.3 does not provide useful 

information. W1ile the highest correlat,i.,on (r = .741) appears .at zero l.ag, 

there are numerious other Significant correlations at both Fositive 

(lagging) and ~egative (leading) lags. This is a pattern of correlations 

expected when one or more of .the serie.s is nonstationary. Because of 

nonstationarity some or all of the correlations in FigUre VI.3 are presumed 

spurious and therefore both series must be prewhitened prior to the 

determination of the disposition series lag structure appropriate for 

intervention modeling (see Makridakis and kheelwright, 1978:382-384), 7~p 

prewhitened lagged c~oss correlations are shown in figure VI.4 

(prewnitening was accomplished through the application of least squares 
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FIGURE VI.2 Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Jefferson County Incarceration Series 
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PIGURE VI.3 Lagged Cross Correlations for Jefferson 
county Incarceration and Disposition Series 
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FIGURE VI.4 Lagged Cross Correlations for Jefferson County 
PrewhHened Incarceration and Disposition Series 
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detrending on the input - disposition - series and applying this 

transformation to the output - incarceration - series). This figure 

clearly reveals the only significant relation between dispositions and 

incarcerations to occur at zero lag (r = .498). Therefore, initial model 

specification will only inclUde non-lagged values of the disposition series. 

Having inspected the series of interest and made observations 

regarding its univariate behavior and interrelation with dispositions, the 

identification stage of model specification proceeds. During the first 

stage all model variables except lagged values of the incarceration series 

were enterea into a stepwise regression. The stepwise procedure Used a 

backward/forward elimination technique in which variables were successively 

exclUded from the model if they did not meet significance criterion (p~ 

.10). In addition, at each step of the modeling process previous variables 

excluded from the model were again ~valuated for inclUsion. If during 

these subsequent steps they met inclUsion criterion, they reentered the 

model. This process continued until only those Variables significant at 

the p < .10 level were in the ISD! model. 

For Jefferson County this It~deling strategy yielded a regression 

equation having only two independent variables, the disposition series 

(DISPO) and a preintervention slope coetficent (PRETIME). Before moving to 

an interpretation of coe££icents for this model, residuals for the 

estimatea equation were subJected to tests for randomness. Figure VI.S 

presents correlograms tor the model. There are no significant spikes in 

either correlogram and the ACF LJung-Box Q statistic suggests the residual 

serIes is white noise. For these reasons the two variable model is I 
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FIGURE VI.S ResidUal Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Jefferson county Fitted Intervention Model 
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accepted as adequate and no lagged values of the incarceration series are 

used for the purpose of resolving potential OLS time series estimation 

problems. 

Table III.l presented the accepted intervention model. Note that only 

one intervention parameter is estimated as significant (PRETIME). This 

indicates that, prior to establishment of the Jefferson county Restitution 

project, the trend in incarcerations (adjusted for the influence of the 

number of dispositions in any particular month) was increasing at the rate 

of .136 incarcerations per month. After the establishment of the 

restitution program, this positive trend ceased. 

Since PSTTIME is estimated equal to zero, the delta parameter for 

intervention effect is -0.136. This is interpreted to mean that the 

~stimated impact of intervention is to gradually lower the total number oE 

youths incarcerated in Jefferson County. Extrapolating estimates Eor a 

year following project start-up, it is expected that in this year 

approximately eleven fewer youths will be incarcerated. considering the 

number of youths processed and incarcerated over the 1977 - 1979 period, 

this decrease is consequential. Evidence suggests, then, that the impact 

of the Jeffe .. r.son county Restitu.tion Project conformed to OJJDP policy 

expectations by providing an alternative to incarceration. 

A plotting of pr.edi.cted versus actual inca.rce.ratio.n series values 

(FigurE; VI. 6) highlights this "flattening" of the incarce'ration trend. 

Though displayed in a two- rather than th.e more appropriate three-space I 

the moderation ot trend is fairly obvious. A consistent increase prior to 

March of 1979 stops and fluctuations in series values aEter this point seem 

to oscillate about a mean value of about Eorteen incarcerations per month. 
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VII. WAYNE COUNTY, rUCHIGAN 

The I-ayn.e county restitution project began accepting referrals in 

April of 1979. During nine months of operation from project start-up 

through December, 1979, a total of two hundred seventeen youths were 

referred to this restitution project. This consitutes the second highest 

absolute number of youths referred to any of the projects discussed in this 

report. ~yne county also had the second highest average number of monthly 

referrals during this period (24.1). 

Figure VII. 1 presents a plotting of rayne County incarcerations from 

1977 through 1979. This plot gives the distinct impression that the series 

fluctuated widely over this period about its mean value of 53.4 incarcer-

ations per month (with a range from 20 to 79 incarcerations per month and 

standard deviation of 12.1). Unlike the rather clear patterns seen in Ada, 

ID and Jefferson, KY counties, though, it is doubtful whether any con-

sistent trending behavior is exhibited. If the series is broken into pre 

and postintervention segments, one might suspect that the preintervention 

series displays a general downward slope while .the postin terven tion segmen t 

of the series shows ei,ther no trend or a rathe.rweak tendancy to\-lard 

increasing.. 'Evidence for these concl'Usi.ons is rather difficult to 

substantiate at this point, however, given the high values in May, 1978 and 

March of 1979 for the preintervention series and the low July, 1979 value 

in the postintervention series. These values might constitute outliers or 

leverage poin ts (see Belsley, Kuh, and v.elsch, 1980) and SQ judgment should 
.. 

be reserved based upon such qualitative impressions. Though the series, 

o 
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might indicate the restitution project to have had an impact directly 

opposite to that desired, this behavior could only reflect large increases 

or decreases in dispositions. The possible interrelationship between the 

incarceration and diposition series must be evaluated. 
LPG 

Prior to such an examination, however, the time dependent structure of 
1 

the incarceration series is investigated. Incarceration series 2 
3 

correlograms (Figure VII.2) do not provide any real resolution to the 4 
5 
6 

question of differential trends in the series. In fact, based upon ACF's 
7 
8 

and PACF's, it is decided that incarcerations constitute a rando~ 9 
10 

realization. There is one significant spike at lag ten of the partial 11 
12 

autocorrelation function but this occurrance is not sufficent to override 

indications provided by the Ljung-Box Q statistic suggesting randomness. 

It should be noted, however, that the ACF's and PACF's perhaps contain 

intell.igible oscillation so it might be possible to argue for the existence 

of pattern but that it is masked by pre and postintervention 

discontinuities. The correlograms for the disposition series (not shown) LAG 

display oscillations rather similiar to those in incarceration series 1 
2 

correlograms though they never reach statistical significance. The 3 
.; 

behavior of the series cannot be clearly described in terrI's of trend and 5 
6 

the evidence for and against randomness is not entirely compelling. 7 
8 

Moving to a consideration of lagged disposition and incarceration 
9 

10 
11 

cross correlations, Figure VII. 3 demonstrates that the relation bet'deen thE' ! 
'. 12 ~ 

two series is synchronic (r = .664) ana rather strong. vhile a significant 

correlation at ~ositive lag ten exists and a few other correlations 

approach statistical significance, the strongest evidence suggests thp. 

I h 

II 
11 
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FIGURE VII.2 Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for ~yne County Incarceration Series 
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FIGURE VII. 3 Lagged cross Correlations for W:iyhe County 
Incarceration and DIsposition Series 

CORRELATION -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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incarceratlon and disposition series should be related contemporaneously. 

There is little reason to expect that the incarceration series might be a 

ten month leading indicator for dispositions and so any further 

consideration of this specification is dropped. 

Having inspected the series of interest and made observations 

regarding its singular behavior as well as interrelation with the 

disposition series, the identification stage of model specification can 

proceed. During the first stage all model variables (except lagged values 

of the incarceration series) were entered into a stepwise regression. The 

stepwise procedure used backward/forward elimination techniques through 

which variables were successively excluded from the m"del if they did not 

meet significance criterion (p .::,. .10). In addition, at each step of the 

modeling process variables previously excluded were again evaluated for 

suitability. If, in these subsequent steps, they met inclusion criterion, 

variables reentered the model. The process continued until only variables 

statisfying p .::,..10 were retained. 

This modeling strategy yielded a regression equation having three 

independent variables, thedispositon series (DISPO), PRETIME, and 

PSTTIME. Before interpreting estimated coefficents ,h.owever .,model 

residuals were diagnosed. Fig.ure VII. 4 presentscorrelograms for these 

model residuals. There are no significant spikes in either correlograre and 

the Ljung-Box Q statistic suggests the residual series is white noise. 

Even though oscillatory behavior .still persists in the residuals (similiar 

to that seen in the Belmont/Harrison residuals), for want of conclusive 

evidence it is decided that this three variable intervention model is 

1 
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FIGURE V!I.4 Residual Autocorrelation and Parti~: Autocorrelation 
Functions for rayne county Fitted Intervention Model 
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adequate. Inclusion of lagged values of the dependent series is considered 

unnecessary. 

Table 111.1 presented the accepted intervention model. It is 

noteworthy that two intervention slope parameters are estimated as 

statistically significant. With PRETIME equaling -.362 and PSTTIME 

estimated as 2.170 the previous visual impression of a change in slope 

between the pre and postintervention series segments is validated. Prior 

to the establishment of the restitution program the trend in incarcerations 

(when contolling for the influence of dispositions) \vas negative. This 

trend turned positive after program start-up. The net estimated difference 

(the delta for slope coefficents) in trend between the pre and 

postintervention series is 2.532. Being a postive value, the 

interpretation of this quantity is that, contrary to policy expectations, 

the establishment of the restitution program is associated with a 

cumulative increase of approximately two and one-half youths incarcerated 

per month. If this cumUlative increase in incarceration is extrapolated 

and summed over a one year period following project start-up ,the "added' 

numoer of youths placed in detention is approximately one hundred 

ninty-seven. This is a considerable numbe.r of youths and leads tot;hE' 

conclusion that the impact of the W:lyne county Restitution Program went 

contrary to OJJDP policy expectations. An explanation for this 

circumstance cannot be forwarded here, however, given the nature anoscope 

of the data considered in this report. This issue would require a more 

in-dept'ih investigation of jUdicial system dynamics over the 1977 - 1979 

psriod. 
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It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that visual 

impressions leading to a conclusion that preintervention slope was negative 

while the post intervention slope was nonnegative might be a consequence of 

outliers. Inspection of the plot of actual versus preciicted series values 

(Figure VI.S) attends to this concern. The ISDE model adopted mimics the 

incarceration series very well (as might be expected given an R2 of 

.98). Predicted values generally track series turning points and pick up 

those observations identified earlier as possible outliers. On this basis 

it is decided that these observations are not extreme values and so do not 

exert undo leverage upon results. The interpretation presented in the 

previous paragraph is allowed to stand. There was a significant increase 

in incarceration trend associated with the establishment of v4yne county's 

Restitution project from April through December of 1979. 

------~, .... <,'-
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VI II. WASH ING 'ION, DC 

The ~shington, DC restitution project began accepting referrals in 

May of 1979. During the eight months from project start-up through 

December of 1979, a total of one hundred twenty-three youths were placed in 

this restitution project. This volume of referrals makes ~shington, DC 

the third largest project discussed in this report. washington, DC also 

had the third highest monthly referral average during this period (15.4). 

Figure VIII.l presents a plotting of juvenile incarcerations in 

~shington, DC from January, 1977 through December of 1979. A visual 

inspection of this series gives the impression of a series fluctuating in a 

seemingly random manner about its mean (x = 32.6, standard deviation = 

9.07). Little structure in the sense of a clear trend can be discerned in 

this series. Also, the turns above and below the mean appear random rather 

than patterned. Segmenting the series into pre an,d postintervention 

portions, however, there does appear to be an immediate drop in series 

level associated with project start-up. This change in series level, 

though, is not out of char,acter gj\;~n preintervention fluctuations and so 

cannot be said to constitute firm ~vidence for a change in incarceration 
\\, 
\\ 

dynamics at this point. Judgment mu,\>t be reservea on observations based 

upon such qualitative impressions. 

'I'he ACF and PACF's for the rashington, DC incarceration ser ies provide 
~ 

mixed evidence regarding time depenaenc~. If only the Ljunq-Box Q test for 

lack of fit is considered, inference woald conclUde the series to be a 

random realization. At nine lags (N/4) this statistic indicates no 

systematic information contained in successively lagged and corr~lated 

, . 
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series values. If the plot of autocorrelations and partial auto-

correlations are inspected, however, a somewhat different impression is 

obtained. The pattern of correlations oscillate in a manner similiar to a 

dampened sine wave (with a significant ACF and PACF at lag 2) suggesting a 
LAG 

second or higher order autoregressive process. Though this conjecture 
1 

cannot be substantiated to any acceptable degree given such meager 2 
3 

evidence, information does suggest that fluctuations observed in this 4 
5 

series might prove nonrandom if a longer series realization were 6 
7 

available. Unfortunately, such an extension of the series is impossible in 
8 
9 

the present case. For lack of strong evidence to the contrary and because 10 
11 

of the less than critical status of this preliminary incarceration series 12 

inspection, it is deemed to be a random series. The disposition series 

(not shown) also displays similiar fluctuations about its mean value (174) 

with oscillating, but nonsignificant, ACF and PACF's and an insignificant 

Ljung-Box Q statistic. 

Moving to a consideration of the lagged cross correl~tions between 
LAG 

~shington, DC's disposition and incarceration series, Figure VIII.3 
1 

strongly indicates strong synchronic relation between tne incarcerations 2 
3 

and dispositions (r = .596). Only at lag zero is there a significant 4 
.5 

correlation and in no other portion ot the figure does a pattern appear 6 
7 

suggestive of an intellegible lag structure. For this reason the 8 
9 

incarceration and dispositon series will be related contemporaneously 1n 

the adopted initial model specification. 

Having inspected the series of interest and made ooservations 

regarding its univariate behavior ana interrelation with dispositioriE, the 
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FIGURE VIII.2 Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for rash ington, DC I ncar cera tion Ser ies 
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FIGURE VIII. 3 Lagged cross correlations for 'W3shington, DC 
Incarceration and Disposition Series 
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identificatio~ st~y5 0f model specification proceeds. During the first 

stage all model variables except lagged values of the incarceration series 

were entered into a stepwise regression. The stepwise procedure used 

backward/forwards elimination techniques through which variables were 

successively excluded from the model if they did not meet significance 

criterion (p ~.lO). In aadition, at each step of the modeling process 

previous vari~bles excluded from the model were again evaluated for 

suitability. If, during these subsequent steps, variables met inclusion 

criterion, they reentered the model. This process continued until only 

those variables statistically significant at the p ~.10 level Were 

included in the interYention model. 

As exhibited in Table III.l, this strategy yielded a regression 

equation having only the two independent variables DrsPO and PRETIME. 

Before interpreting the coefficents estimated, model residuals were 

subjected to tests for randomness. Figure VIII.4 'presents the appropriate 

residual correlograms for the ~shington, DC intervention model. There are 

no significant spikes in either correlogram and they generally appear (as 

would be expected) even more well behaved than those for the original 

incar.ceration series (Figure VIII. 2). In addition, the Ljung-.Box Q 

statistic evaluates these residua.Is as white noise. It should be 

mentioned, though I that there is .still a discernable pattern in resioual 

ACF and PACFts. Nearly all of ~these values are negative in value. This 

could be indicative of some small trend remaining in model residuals (see 

Makridakis and Wleelwright, 1978.:354-360) but, again, indications are t'oo 

weak to support such an interpretation given the length of the series (the 
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FIGURE VIII.4 Residual Autocorrelation and Partial Autocorrelation 
Functions for Wishington, DC Fitted Intervention Model 
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information provided is not coherent enough to confidently infer pattern). 

Therefore, the two variable intervention model is accepted as adequate. 

Table 111.1 presented the accepted intervention model. Note that only 

one intervention parameter is estimated as significant (PRETIME). This 

indicates that, prior to establishment of the washington, DC Restitution 

Project, the trend in incarcerations (adjusted for the influence of the 

number of dispositions in any particular month) was cumulatively increasing 

at the rate of .281 incarcerations per month. After establishment of the 

restitution program, this increase ended. 

since PSTTIME'Ls estimated equal to zero, the delta param~ter for a 

change in slope is -0.281 (significant at p ~ .05). This is interpreted to 

mean that the estimated impact of intervention is to gradually and 

cumulatively lower the total number of youths incarcerated in v~shington, 

DC (based upon preintervention expectations). Extrapolating these results 

for one year following project start-up, it is predicted that approximately 

twenty .... two fewer youths will be incarcerated. Considering the number of 

! 

i 
youths processed and incarcerated over the 1977 - 1979 period, this 

decrease is certainly not inconsequential. Evidence suggests, then, that 

i ,the impact of .the ~sh:ing.ton, .DC Restitution project conformed to OJJDP 

policy expectations by providing an alternative to incarceration. 

I t should be noted that this finding in W;ish ington, DC closely 

resembl'.es that found in Jet',ferson .county, KY. Both sites provided evidence 

for a moderation in preintervention incarceration trends associa ted wi th 

the beginning of the restitution project. A side-by-side inspection of 

their respective plottings of predicted versus actual incarceration series 
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values (Figures VIII.5 and VI.6 for washington, DC and Jefferson County, KY 

respectively), however, does not yield similiar impressions. For Jefferson 
. 

county it was possible to detect the moderation of trend because of the 

obvious trend displayed in the two-dimensional graph. No such clear 

pattern is discernable for washington, DC dLJ;e to the generally fluctuating, 

rather than trending, behavior of the in~arceration series. In order to 

fully visualize the mulivariate relation between incarcerations I 

dispositions, and time, a three-dimensional representation would be 

required. Nonetheless, the statistical evidence is clear. The 

establishment of the W3.shington, DC project is associated with a 

nflattening" of incarceration trend. OJJDP's policy expectations were met 

in this site. 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

During the second month of 1978 the Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) began soliciting proposals for a major 

initiative entitled "Restitution by Juvenile Offenders: An Alternative 

to Incarceration." As the title indicates, one of the major policy 

expectations held out for this initiative was a reduction in the number 

of youthful offenders incarcerated. To this end, the federally sponsored 

restitution programs were established with the intention of serving 

youths who normally would be incarcerated in the absence of such programs. 

As is often the ca:::;e with service deli very programs, however, ident-

ification of the appropriate target population proved ditficult. OJJDP 

clearly preferred the target population to consist of youths who would 

have been incarcerated if not referred to a restitution project but no 

initiative-wide criteria were advanced to facilitate identification. To 

aid the reader of this report, the Institute of Policy Analysis' five 

alternative standards for referrals have been outlined in the appendix. 

In addition, Table I.I noted the percentage of cases in each site meeting 

or exceeding each of the standards. This allows the reader to determine 

the appropriateness .of referrals in each site according to hi:s or her 

own criteria. 

The particular statistical model used for the determination .of inter-

ventien effects draws upon the phi.lesephy of time series decempositien 

metheds. The actual modeling strategy fellowed used an iterative precess 

fer specification of the interventien and cevariate terms while residual 

analysis was used te establish the proper lag structure (and whether it 

,. 

I 
1 
j 

I 
~ 
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was necessary) for inclusien of the incarceration series in the medel. The 

results .of the medeling process were displayed in Table III. 1. 

As Table III.l clearly shows, the estimated interventien effect in 

three .of the five sites (Belmont/Harrisen Counties, Jefferson County, and 

Washington, DC) unambigueusly reduced incarceratien through a reductien 

in pestinterventien slope. In Ada County the effect was mixed. The 

estimated level .of the series increased ceincidental with the establishment 

of the restitution program but the slepe of the incarceration series 

dropped censiderably. The total effect of these mixed indicators, hew-

ever, was to reduce the expected number .of yeuths incarcerated. Only .one 

of the five sites (Wayne Co~ty) exhibited an increase in the slope of 

incarcerations at the point of intervention. This was the only site where 

the net effect of intervention was to incr~ase the number of youths 

incarcerated. Table.IX.l provides a slightly different way for viewing 

the effects of the restitution programs. In column one the extrapolated 

expected twelve month effect of the intervention is presented. This 

amount is scaled by the standard deviation of the observed series to 

produce a standardized estimate ,of .intervention le£fect over .a year .in 

column three. 

Discretion and caution should he used during the inteypretation .of 

these standardized 'effects. ·Each is dependent upon the linear extrapolatien 

of trends observed over a short peried of t±me..~is technique may 

yield estimates which are more .or less valid depending upen facters such 

as the' length of herizenthe series has beyond intervention and possible 

fleor effects. For example, the twelve month extrapolation for Ada County 
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TABLE IX.l summary of Estimated and standardLzed* 
Twelve Month Quasi-Experimental Effects 

SiTE 

Ada county, ID 

Belmont/Harrison 
counties, OH 

Jefferson County, KY 

Wayne County, MI 

Washington, DC 

12 Month 
Impact 

-298 

-19 

-11 

+197 

-22 

Incarceration standardized 
Series standard Intervention 

Deviation Effect 

7.6 -39.1 

2.2 -8.8 

5.9 -lo9 

12.1 +16.3 

9.1 -2.4 

*Standardization is achieved through division of twelve month estimated 
impact by the standard deviation of the incarceration series. 

begins to exhibit floor effects. Ada County began accepting rererrals in 

April of 1979 so the period for which pcstintervention data exists is only 

nine months long. This means that a twelve mcnth expected impact must 

forecast beyond the observed horizon three months.. Inspection or the plot 

of observed versus predicted incarceration series values (page 34) shmoJs 

a clear bottoming out of estimates starting in November of 1979. Extrapol-

ations much beyond this point will obviously run into negative predicted 

values. For this reason the Ada County estimate in Table IX.I is censidered 

to be an overestimate. During the discussion of the Belmont/Harrison site 

it was noted that in this case too floor effects would socn be encountered. 

I 

I l! 

~ 
~ 
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The reason the Belmont/Harrison twelve month impact is net felt to be an 

overestimate, however, has to do with the month in which the project began. 

Starting in Febuary as it did, the Belmont/Harrison model must therefore 

only extrapolate one me,nth beyond observed data. This provides more con-

fidence in the estimate. 

Even taking into account problems a~sociated with floor effects and 

horizon length, the standardized effect estimates do give a reasonable 

ranking of the magnitude of change experienced in these sites. The impact 

in Ada County was far and away the largest. It is doubtful that any 

adjustIl'.ents made for the problems noted wou~d change this fact. The second 

largest impact took place in Wayne County where the results run counter 

to OJJDl? policy expectat.ions. In all but one site the Il'.agnitude of change 

exceeded two standard deviations. 

Speakinq in terms of the five sites considered in this report it is 

hard to escape the "conclusion that restitution programs do have an effect 

upon incarceration rates. Further, given the downturn in four of the 

five sites, the general result is that restitution programs reduce in car-

cerations. This finding is in line with the expectations .expressed in the 

program announcement for the juvenile restitution initiative.. Thisccn-

clusion cannot, however, be extended to \:CV'l'll~ ·th.e initiative as a whole. 

As noted in Section II of this report the five sites studied w~re unique 

in their ability to provide information of sufficent quality for time 

series analysis. It is not known in what other manners (if any) they 

differ significantly from the other sites in the initiative and the 

extremely small nUIl'berpf sites considered. given the r:.UIl'ber of jurisdictions 
i 
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participating (86) make generalizations impcssible. 
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APPENDIX A 
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TABLE A.l ALTERNATIVE STANDARDS FOR APPROPRIATE REFERRALSI 

Definition 

I . 

II • 

III. 

SERIOUS OR REPEAT OFFENDERS: (a) Victimless offenses are not 
appropriate; (b) Youths with one or more prior/concurrent 
offenses are appropriate; (c) youths whose referral offense 
is at the "~oderately serious" level or above are appropriate. 

SERIOUS OFFENDERS: All youths whose immediate off~nse is at 
or beyond the moderately serious property category are approp
riate. Those in the victimless or minor categories are not 
appropriate. 

SERIOUS AND/OR.REPEAT .OFFENDERS: (a) Victimless offens~s are 
not appropriate; (b) youths with three or more prio~/concurrents 
are appropriate; (c) youths whose referral offens7 lS at or 
beyond the "serious property" category are approprlate; (d) 
youths whose referral offense is at the "moderate propert~· 
category are appropriate only if they have one or more prlor/ 
concurrent offenses. 

IV. REPEAT OFFENDERS: (a) Victimless offenses are not appropriate; 
(b) All other youel1s are appropriate if they have one or more 
prior/concurrent offense. 

V. CHRONI C AND VERY S~IOUS OFFENDERS: (a) Victimless of£:enses 
are not appropriate; (b) The following ,combinations ,qualify 
a referral ~ minor offenses plus six or :morepriorsf,concu'rre~ts; 
11ioderate property plus three ormor:eprio.r.s/'c:oncurrents,; .ser~ous 
property plus twoo'r more priors/concurrents; very,seriouspro
perty, serious personal ,and very serious personal pl.us one or 
more priors/concurrents. 

----------------~------------------------
IThesestandards are not being proposed for adoption or Offici~l.u~e •. 

Rather the purpose of ·the standards is to apply each 'to thelnl.t~at~ ve 
referr;ls in order to assess the characterisitcs of the target pop
ulation. No judgment are being made about whether the initiative is or 
is not serving the intended ~opulation. 

I 
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NOTES 

1. The expected results of the initiative and other information can be 
found in the program announcement, "Restitution by Juvenile Offenders: An 
Alternative to Incarceration," OJJDP, LEAA, Department of Justice, 
Washington, DC, February 15, 1978. Also see A. L. schneider and P. R. 
Schneider, "policy Expectations and program Realities in Juvenile 
Restitution," Institute of policy Analysis, september, 1979. 

2. For a more comprehensive treatment of the conceptual and empirical 
problems facing the assessment of restitution program impact upon 
incarceration rates see P. R. Schneider and A. L. Schneider, "The National 
Juvenile Restitution Evaluation: Experimental Designs and Research 
objectives," Institute of policy Analysis, september, 1979. 

3. For further discussion of target population problems in OJJDP status 
offender and diVersion programs, see M. W. Klein, "Deinstitutionalization 
and Diversion of Status Offenders: A Litany of Impediments," in N. Morris 
and M. Toney (~ds.)~ Crime and Justice, 1978 7 university of chicago Press, 
1979. 

4. Documentation of these standards is contained in P. R. Schneider, A. L. 
Schneider, W. R. Griffith, and M. J Wilson, "Two-year Report on the 
National Evaluation of the Juvenile Restitution Initiative: An Overview of 
program Performance," institute of Policy Analysis, June, 1982. 

5. For elaboration see P. R. Schneider and A. L. Schneider, ·Continuation 
proposal for the National EvalUation of Juvenile Restitution programs,· 
Institute of policy Analysis, september, 1978. 

6. For a brief but excellent introduction to time series decompostion see 
S. Makridakis and S.C. Wheelwright, Forecasting Methods and Applications, 
1978:88-91. A criticism of this perspective and statement of an 
alternatiVe methodology for time series analysis can be found in G .E. P. 
Box and G. M. Jenkins, Time Se.ries Analysis: Forecasting and control, 
1966.:.301. 

7. 'The rationale and statisticai model used here has much in common wit·· 
certain applications of analysis of covariance techniques. see A. R. Wi, ,dt 
and O."T .• Ahtola I ssmal1 book, Analysis of covariance for an explanation of 
the manner in which ANCOVA can function to increase the precision of effect 
estimation. 

8. qn order to assess the contribution of the various model components, it 
must be understood that in the presence of lagged endogenous variables the 
estimated model coefficents cannot be straightforwardly interpreted. That 
is, in neither the pre nor postintervention segments of the series do 
observations lie on and about the plane described by a.x. + b.x. + 

1 ~ J J 
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cDISPO. The influence of the stochastic component E$ 'Y
t 

. assures 
~ -~ 

this fact. To demonstrate, consider the following simple intervention 
model containing no exogenous series which is 

[l] Yt = al + b3 t +E$iYt-i + e
t 

prior to intervention and 

[2 J Yt = a2 + b4 t + Ecp iYt-i + e t 

thereafter. In contrast to the previous notation used, the dummy variables 
Xl and X2 have been dropped from the formulation in order to reduce the 

number of terms and for the same reason X3 and X4 have been replaced by 

the time index (t). 
Consider [2J. Its expected value is 

which is a rather uneventful conclusion as what is desired is a 
representation in trend and level alone. Therefore, if it is assumed 
E(Yt) = A + Bt, this information can be used to gain either 

or the more helpful 

now, if the coefficents for t and 1 are equated it becomes possible to 
solve for A and B as 

and 

that 

Rea'rrangemen't and Simplification yields the steady state solutions for the 
slope and trend for this model. 

l3 J 

[ 4 J A = (a2 - B( ~i~ »/(1 -E.p) 

Returning to [1] and [2J, though significance tests evaluate the hypothesis 
a

l 
= a

2
, should significant differences be found, one cannot directly 

determine the impact magnitude by forming the quantitiy a 1 - a
2 
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lagged.v~lues of the dependent variable are used in the equation. Opon 
dete~mlnlng th~ steady state solutions for the intervention model when 
requlred, the ~nterpretation of the coefficents is the same as that used 
for standard regression coefficie~ts. 
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